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 52	part II. General Principles
Each of these three meanings of the rule of law will be examined.
How far Dicey's exposition was true of Dicey's time is primarily
a question for the legal historian. We shall consider how far Dicey's
exposition is true to-day in order to ascertain how far, if at all, the
conception of the rule of law has a permanent value as a principle
of the constitution.
In considering Dicey's first meaning of the rule of law a distinction
must be drawn between arbitrary power and discretionary authority.
It is still an essential principle of constitutional government in the
United Kingdom that there should be no arbitrary power to arrest
or punish. It may be argued that, provided the law authorises the
punishment of those who in the opinion of the Judiciary, or even
the Executive, have acted in a manner contrary to the interests of the
State, there is nothing contrary to the rule of law in inflicting such
punishment. This, however, is to deny any real meaning or value
to the conception of the rule of law. What is authorised by law
cannot be illegal, but it may be contrary to the rule of law as a
principle of constitutional government,1 The essential feature of
Dicey's first meaning of the rule of law remains a feature of the
constitution to-day, viz. that, so far as punishment for offences is
concerned, the citizen can foresee the consequences of his conduct
and will not be punished save for a breach of the ordinary law. He
will, moreover, be tried in the ordinary courts. The law of England
knows nothing of exceptional offences punished by extra-ordinary
tribunals. There are no special courts for the trial of crimes against
the State. Judges have power to adjust sentences to the gravity-
of offences and the circumstances and past records of offenders.'.
Maximum sentences for specific crimes are, however, laid down by
law for nearly every criminal offence. The common law crime of
public mischief provides dangerous scope for judicial discretion,* but
in general so far as major crimes are concerned the definition of an
offence—whether by common law or statute law—is fixed and can be
ascertained.
law," he had in mind the com-
of Parliament. To-day criminal
lawinciuaesInnumerable offences which are created by statutory
regulations. It is important that the individual should have the
assurance that the law can be ascertained with reasonable cortainty,
A person who takes the trouble to consult his lawyer ought to be
able to ascertain the legal consequences of his actions* The bulk
and detail of the regulations enacted by government departments
1 See review by Sir William Holdsworth of E. C, S, Wade's Introduction to
Dicey in 55 L.Q.R. 585.
« 77* King V..Manley [1933] 1 K.B, 529; see "Public Mischief1" by W. 1*0.
Stallybrass, 49 L.Q.R. 183; The Queen v, N&wland, [1953} 3 W,LR, 827*

